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A failed test of the Dragon spacecraft could derail plans to launch NASA astronauts into
space.
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The smoke was visible for miles.
The day, April 20, was sunny on the Florida coast, with few clouds. The plumes, thick and
glowing orange, rose over the horizon and crawled across the sky. Beachgoers stopped to
stare. A photographer for Florida Today, on assignment to cover a surf festival, turned the
lens away from the waves and snapped some pictures.
The ashy clouds were coming from Cape Canaveral. The only time you want to see smoke
wafting from that vicinity, the site of historic space launches, is after a successful liftoﬀ—
and there were no rockets in the sky that day.
The smoke turned out to be from a failed test of a SpaceX spacecraft designed to carry
humans to orbit. Strapped to a test stand so it couldn’t ﬂy away, the capsule had ignited its
engines. “The initial tests completed successfully, but the ﬁnal test resulted in an anomaly
on the test stand,” SpaceX said in a statement at the time.
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The smoke suggested an outcome more serious than an “anomaly”—like a full-blown
explosion. But SpaceX wouldn’t say anything else.
A day later, a grainy video, which looked like a recording of a screen, appeared on Twitter.
The footage showed what appeared to be the SpaceX capsule, known as Dragon, on the test
stand.
For about 10 seconds, everything is still. And then, suddenly, there’s an explosion, and the
whole thing is engulfed in ﬂames. Oﬀ camera, people exclaim in shock and swear. (No one
was near the capsule, so there were no injuries.)
SpaceX declined to verify the authenticity of the video. But this week, NASA sent an internal
email warning launch-support employees that they can be ﬁred if they share the video. The
message, reported by The Orlando Sentinel, conﬁrmed the footage was real.
More than a week after the explosion, SpaceX remains silent about the incident. At this
moment, even an “anomaly” in its test capsule should rattle the engineers, astronauts, and
administrators invested in Dragon’s success. SpaceX was well on its way to launching
American astronauts to space, a historic ﬁrst in U.S. spaceﬂight history.
“Unless something goes wrong, I would think that we’ll be ﬂying hopefully this year, this
summer,” Elon Musk, the company’s founder and CEO, said last month.
Barely two months ago, the same capsule was docked to the International Space Station,
circling Earth. It arrived without people—this was only its ﬁrst ﬂight, after all—but plenty of
fresh supplies, and the astronauts on the station opened the hatches and ﬂoated in. Several
days later, the Dragon returned to Earth and parachuted to the Atlantic Ocean, ready for
more tests, in preparation for a ﬂight with people on board.
Read: Elon Musk Had a Great Week
No astronauts have launched from American soil since 2011, in the ﬁnal ﬂight of the Space
Shuttle program, an illustrious but expensive 30-year eﬀort. In the years since, the U.S. has
relied on its former space rival, Russia, to transport astronauts to and from the International
Space Station. This arrangement was never meant to be NASA’s only option, or to last as
long as it has. The Bush administration directed NASA to develop a transportation system to
replace the shuttles, but the Obama administration canceled the project, citing ballooning
budgets and schedule delays.
So instead of making its own systems, NASA hired someone else to do it. In 2014, the
agency awarded billion-dollar contracts to SpaceX and Boeing to build astronauttransportation systems. NASA would pay to use them, but at a signiﬁcantly cheaper rate
than the Russians charge.
At the start of this year, SpaceX had made the most progress. Spectators and press ﬂocked
to Florida for the Dragon’s ﬁrst ﬂight in March. A pair of NASA astronauts, already in
training for the crewed mission, chatted with reporters, eager to suit up and ﬂy. “I’m a little
emotionally exhausted,” Musk told reporters soon after the successful launch. “Because that
was super stressful. But it worked—so far.” The company was on a high.
Now, it’s investigating a ﬁery spacecraft failure that could severely set back its eﬀorts.
NASA, which is aiding the investigation, says it has “full conﬁdence” in SpaceX, but doesn’t
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know yet how the incident will aﬀect their schedules.
SpaceX has shown it can rebound fairly quickly after ﬁery setbacks. In 2015, a Falcon 9
carrying supplies to the International Space Station exploded minutes after launch; another
rocket ﬂew about six months later and executed, for the ﬁrst time, a maneuver that SpaceX
has now perfected, landing a booster vertically on the ground. In 2016, a Falcon 9 went up
in ﬂames on the launchpad as it fueled up for an engine test; another rocket launched
successfully four months later, and a Falcon 9 hasn’t malfunctioned since.
But the previous failures, while devastating, destroyed only space-station supplies and
science experiments. Soon SpaceX is supposed to carry far more precious cargo. The failure
occurred during a test of a very important system: the Dragon’s escape system. The capsule
is designed to hurl itself from the rocket in the event of a rocket malfunction or another
emergency. To push oﬀ, the Dragon ﬁres a series of engines called SuperDracos. SpaceX had
planned to conduct an in-ﬂight demonstration of this test in June.
It’s not known whether the capsule, itself a test version, is salvageable or completely lost.
SpaceX has other capsules “in various stages of production and testing,” according to a
spokesperson, but did not say how far along they are.
In a rare moment of reticence, Musk has not yet publicly addressed the incident. It could be
that the entrepreneur has enough on his plate; he spent the weekend of the spacecraft
failure tweeting about Tesla, and last week reached an agreement with U.S. Securities and
Exchange Commission in a legal standoﬀ involving the electric-car company. Federal
regulators won’t go after Musk if he tweets something about SpaceX, which is not public,
but NASA might, as Musk is likely well aware. He has gotten into some trouble with the
agency’s leadership before.
Read: When Elon Musk switches on ‘insane mode’
The lack of public details—even any acknowledgement of the smoke—has irked some,
including the staﬀ of the editorial board at The Orlando Sentinel, which regularly covers
space activities along Florida’s shores, also known as the Space Coast. In a biting editorial
published last week, the paper lambasted SpaceX’s response, comparing the company’s
relative silence to the days and weeks after the Challenger shuttle disaster in 1986, when
“NASA oﬀicials circled the wagons, dispensing little information and giving the appearance
the agency had something to hide.”
“The secretive aspects of Elon Musk’s ventures is ﬁne when he’s spending his own money
(or investors’ money) to build electric cars or bore tunnels through the ground,” the
Sentinel wrote. “It’s not ﬁne when the public is bankrolling his eﬀorts, as it is with SpaceX’s
crewed spaceﬂight program.
The comparison to Challenger—an explosion that killed ﬁve NASA astronauts and two
civilians—is certainly extreme, perhaps even inappropriate. But SpaceX should expect to be
more transparent about its work for NASA, especially as it nears the ﬁnish line. Unlike its
other projects, like the Falcon 9 and Falcon Heavy rockets, the astronaut capsule is a
taxpayer-funded eﬀort. Yes, investigations take time. No one expects a full-blown
explanation a week after the fact. But the public deserves some more openness, like
conﬁrmation of a ﬁre, or even a simple acknowledgement of the smoke over Florida’s coast.
The same standard goes for Boeing (and for all NASA contractors, for that matter). Boeing’s
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astronaut capsule, the Starliner, discovered a propellant leak during a test of its own escape
system last June. Boeing told The Washington Post it was “conﬁdent we found the cause,”
but disclosed no information beyond that. There were no scathing editorials about that, but
the circumstances of the SpaceX incident are diﬀerent; Starliner has never ﬂown to space,
and there was no video footage of the capsule on ﬁre.
The clip of the Dragon spacecraft allegedly blowing up is painful to watch. It is a ﬁery
reminder of the diﬀiculties of engineering and the stakes of exploration. SpaceX
understands these well, but this eﬀort is diﬀerent than the rest of its portfolio. The company
has taken on a job historically done by the government, which means absorbing the cultural
sentiment that comes with it. The ﬁrst SpaceX launch of American astronauts will be
celebrated not only as a win for the commercial space agency, but as a national
achievement, a dazzling showing of American ability. A lack of transparency, a frequent
hallmark of private technology companies, won’t work here
THE PROBLEM WITH MUSK ROCKETS:
- Rockets are an arcane 10,000 year old technology that has changed little
- Rocket launches waste more natural resources in 3 minutes than almost anything else in
the world
- Since rockets were ﬁrst used by humans, most rockets have been used to either drop
explosives on large groups of people or spy on the communications of those people
- The rocketry industry is largely controlled by a tiny Cartel of white business men who
sabotage each other to try to get contracts
- Elon Musk's SpaceX pretty much only sells domestic spy satellite launches and their
"Mars" hype is just a PR stunt to cover that fact up with some "green-washing"
- SpaceX, and other rocket explosion failures, have destroyed more property, in value, than
most forest ﬁres
- SpaceX staﬀ founded the #1 murder-for-hire and illegal drug market online: "Silk Road"
- SpaceX staﬀ have sued SpaceX and stated in their court records that SpaceX "lies about
safety issues..."
- Elon Musk hired quite a signﬁcant number of SpaceX staﬀ, according to published
interviews, from IN-Q-TEL, the CIA's tech version of Fusion GPS. IN-Q-TEL was caught with
tons of Cocaine on it's airplanes.
Space is big. Really big. It takes 10 years just to cross our solar system. The next star is
70,000 years away at the same speed. So if we're going to get anywhere, we're going to
need more than just rockets.
When it comes to getting oﬀ the Earth, rockets are just about our only option. They're the
only thing powerful enough to pull a spaceship out of Earth's gravity. They release their
energy quickly but not eﬀiciently.
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Once we're in space, though, the maths changes. Away from gravity, the atmosphere and
anything else that can slow us down, we have a few more options.
Going nuclear
Regular rockets get their energy by burning fuel and oxygen. It's ﬁre—exactly the same
reaction humans have been using to heat things up for thousands of years. One idea
proposed in the 1960s is to use a nuclear reactor instead.
Rather than riding a jet of exploding fuel, a nuclear rocket would use the heat and pressure
generated in a nuclear reactor. On Earth, this pressure is used to spin a turbine and create
electricity, but in space, it would be directed out the back of a spacecraft to push it
forwards.
NASA is looking into nuclear rockets as a faster way to get humans to Mars. Current
spacecraft get one big kick to send them on their way and coast to their destination. A
nuclear rocket could run continuously, accelerating all the way and potentially cutting travel
time in half.
NASA are using nuclear rockets (kilopower) as a way of getting humans to Mars. Credit:
NASA
Nuclear engines are eﬀicient, but they still need fuel. What if there was a way to travel
through space without using any fuel at all?
Electric dreams
Our planet is surrounded by a magnetic ﬁeld. It's powerful enough to spin even the tiny
magnet in a compass needle. Make that compass needle bigger and put it in space, and
you've got an electrodynamic tether.
Electrodynamic tethers move through space using electromagnets to change their magnetic
ﬁeld. Charge it so it opposes Earth's ﬁeld, and you speed up. Put it in reverse, and you slow
down. This technique is already being investigated for use on satellites—but what about
travelling beyond Earth's magnetic ﬁeld?
Without air resistance or fuel limits, a spinning space tether could build up some serious
momentum. Attach a spacecraft to one end and release it when it's pointing the right way,
and your space tether is suddenly a space catapult.
Catching a gravity wave
How stretching and bending of space time could be used to travel through space, like on a
warp drive in a sci-ﬁ movie. Credit:
No matter how eﬀicient we make our engines though, there's one limit we can't break—the
speed of light. The closer any spacecraft gets to the speed of light, the more energy it takes
to increase its speed. Reaching the speed of light, even if it were possible, would take an
inﬁnite amount of power.
The strangest spacecraft designs are the ones that try to bend this speed limit. One idea
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proposes stretching space itself out ahead of the ship and bunching it up behind, like a warp
drive in a sci-ﬁ movie. The spacecraft never actually breaks the speed of light, but the wave
of bent space it's surﬁng on theoretically could, pulling the spacecraft with it.
The only problem is that this engine needs a type of matter with negative mass—a substance
whose gravity pushes rather than pulling.
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